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Introduction 

I have been entrusted with the topic of transparency and the right of 

defense, and offer my thanks for this invitation. Although it has not been 

specified, the field of my reflections will doubtlessly be that of penal canon 

law; it is, rightly, in this area that the right of defense acquires an even 

greater importance, where errors in transparency can obscure the right of 

defense and other rights at play in the process, such as the rights to privacy 

and to a good name. 

This topic presents us with a problem both of semantics and of content. 

A problem of semantics in that both of these terms are so widely employed 

as to have become devoid of a specific meaning; a problem of content, 

because, at first glance, both terms seem antithetic, such that the 

affirmation of the former would imply the negation of the latter. In reality, 

these concepts move in transverse dimensions. While transparency is a 

quality of an act, the right of defense, on the other hand, is a recognized 

faculty of a member of the faithful to protect him or herself from 

accusations in a trial. Viewed in this way, transparency will sometimes be a 

way to protect the right of defense. For this reason, a significant portion of 

this paper reflects on the real weight of these concepts and on how they 

interact within a canonical penal process. 

Another problem is that the term derives from civil usage, especially in 

the administrative and economic fields, and must be adapted when used in 

the juridical and ecclesial realm, lest we fall into false antinomies 

(publicness versus secret or secret equals complicity). I have taken license 

to borrow the term from the contractual and political spheres to apply it in 

the canonical field.  

                                                             
*
 Damián G. Astigueta, S.J., Ordinary Professor of the Faculty of Canon Law at the 

Pontifical Gregorian University, Rome. 
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1. Concept of Transparency 

1.1  Phenomenology of Transparency 

Etymologically, in its Latin form, «transparency» is employed in various 

ways to indicate a quality of an object that allows an observer to see 

something that is beyond it
1
. It is a translucency of the intermediate body 

that renders visible what lies behind
2
. 

From this distinction we can deduce certain elements of the 

phenomenon. Firstly, there is the presence of a subject who perceives, 

observes; secondly, an intermediate object that allows or impedes the 

perception; and, finally, that which can be observed. Glass is transparent 

because it allows us to see what is outside or inside of a room. We are not 

speaking of the property of the glass in itself, but of that which it allows us 

to see. In this way, we cannot say that a mirror is transparent: it reflects our 

own image, not that which lies beyond. So, transparency is a quality of the 

intermediate object
3
. 

                                                             
1
 «Trasparente, translücens, entis; translucidus, a, um. Sin. perlücens (pellücens), 

perlucidus, relücens, perspicuus, specularis, vitréus; sost. un trasparente, specularium, 

ii; speculare, is; specülar, áris, n.; specularis lapis. Uso: a) agg. Vitris in candido 

translucentibus (Plin. 36, 26, 67). Membrana vitri modo translucida (Plin.). Quae 

(natura) primum oculos membranis tenuissimis vestivit et saepsit; quas primum 

perlucidas fecit, ut per eas cerni posset (Cic. Nat. deor. 2, 57). Invenio sine vortice 

aquas, sine murmure euntes, Perspicuas ad imum, per quas numerabilis alte Calculus 

omnis erat, quas tu vix ire putares (Ov. Met. 5, 587-9). b) veste trasparente: Qui 

lacernam coloris improbi (provocante) sumunt, qui perlucentem togam (Sen. Ep. 114). 

Annue, pur- pureáque veni perlucida palla (Tib. 4, 6,13). Nunc perlucenti circumdata 

corpus amictu Mollibus aut foliis aut mollibus incubat berbis (Ov. Met. 4, 313-4). Crine 

nitens, niger unguento, perlucidus ostro (Mart. 12, 38, 4). c) fig. slealtá che prodiga i 

segreti, piü trasparente dei vetro (dei bicchieri bevuii): Subsequitur (dopo la sbornia) 

caecus amor sui Et tollens vacuum plus nimio gloria verticem, Arcanique fides prodiga, 

perlucidior vitro (Hor. Od. 1, 18, 14-6). d) stile trasparente: Ita reconditas exquisitasque 

sententias mollis et perlucens vestiebat oratio (Cic. Brut. 79). e) sost. uso dei trasparenti 

nelle camere, in lettiga, nelle serre: Quaedam nostra demum prodisse memoria scimus, 

ut speculariorum usum perlucente testa clarum transmittentium lumen (Sen. Ep. 90). 

Quae vehitur clauso latis specularibus antro (Juv. 4, 21). Pensiles cucumerum hortos 

promoventibus in solem rotis olitoribus, rursus hibernis diebus intra specularium 

munimenta revo- l cantibus (Plin. 19, 5, 23)». A. PERUGINI, Dizionario italiano-latino, 

Città del Vaticano 1976, 2203. See also U. RHODE, «Trasparenza e segreto nel diritto 

canonico», Periodica 107 (2018) 485. 
2
 Cf. «Voz: Transparente», in Enciclopedia Universal Ilustrada Europea-Americana, 

LXIII, Madrid 1979, 1103. 
3
 «Da un punto di vista meramente naturalistico, si definisce “trasparente” quel corpo 

che lascia passare la luce e che quindi lascia vedere, più o meno nitidamente, gli oggetti 
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What we have said of glass can be directly applied to human acts as well. 

Certain actions will allow us to clearly perceive the intention of the acting 

subject, the legitimacy of any acts, and their significance, such that we can 

say that the person is transparent or acts transparently. 

One detail that cannot be neglected, though, is that these three elements 

are inherently connected. That is to say, they are «related» concepts, such 

that by changing one of the elements (observer, intermediate subject-object, 

and final object), the others change as well
4
. Sometimes the observing 

subject is not entitled to see the last object, lacking the right to access that 

information
5
. When people change their clothes, they naturally close the 

blinds, so as not to allow indiscrete observers to see their nakedness. Even 

though it does not allow others to see, this action to defend privacy is 

transparent; indeed, others are not entitled to receive that information. In 

the same way, certain acts of the authority cannot and must not be visible to 

all because they must protect the rights of persons, as, for example in the 

case of confession, where the content of the confession must always remain 

hidden to others. This secret is transparent because it allows us to see that 

which needs to be seen, namely fidelity to the obligation of the sacramental 

seal. 

If we are to continue along the lines of this allegory, we must keep in 

mind that, just as that which is seen beyond does not pertain to the 

transparent window, in the same way, certain acts of the authority, such as 

those considered in can. 223, affect rights that pertain to the faithful and 

that can be «touched» only on the basis of clear and founded motivations. 

 

1.2  What is the Relationship Between Publicness and Transparency? 

From what has been said up to this point, we can affirm that 

transparency cannot be equated to publicness or notoriety. Publicness is a 

component of transparency, but they are not one and the same
6
. If we think 

of a financial report or other types of information regarding the financial 

situation of a diocese, this will certainly never be fully complete; such fully 
                                                                                                                                                                                   

che rispetto all’osservatore, sono posti al di là del corpo stesso. Il termine possiede la 

medesima radice “tr” di tanti altri termini che indicano il passaggio da un campo 

all’altro (trasporto, traduzione, trasloco ecc.)». P. RONZANI, La pena ecclesiale, Padova 

2004, 8. 
4
 Cf. D. DONATI, «Il principio di trasparenza in costituzione», in F. MERLONI, ed., La 

Trasparenza Amministrativa, Milano 2008, 85. 
5
 Cf. A. PERLASCA, «Trasparenza e riservatezza nella gestione dei beni ecclesiastici», 

Periodica 107 (2018) 502. 
6
 Cf. A. PERLASCA, «Trasparenza e riservatezza» (cf. nt. 5), 498. 
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complete information lies beyond the legitimate «interest» of the faithful. 

Herein lies an important point. That which grants a right to information is 

the possession, as a title, of a concrete and particular interest, which we call 

legitimate. 

Secondly, we can observe that secrecy does not always signal a lack of 

transparency. On the contrary, such confidentiality can reveal an obli-

gation, something that the person is safeguarding. The opposite of trans-

parency is not secrecy or confidentiality but opaqueness, a quality that 

prevents us from seeing. The legitimacy of such opaqueness will doubt-

lessly depend on the legitimate interest of the observer to see or perceive 

the object to be observed. 

Some authors (in the contractual sphere) maintain that there is an in-

strumental relationship between information and transparency. The infor-

mation that is offered demonstrates the «rationality» of an act and of its 

agent, allowing us to verify the coherence of a given act with the rules of 

that sphere. At the same time, we can say that transparency is the founding 

reason for the information offered to the observer, as proof of the good 

faith of the one acting or offering the information
7
. 

In the field of contracts, it is said that while information provided serves 

to form the will or to create an intention, transparency makes reference to 

the object that such a will seeks. A person who wants to sell something will 

offer all of the available information to a buyer with the aim that the latter 

will decide to purchase
8
. By purchasing the object, the buyer confirms that 

the information received was correct and that the seller’s operations were 

transparent. If we apply this to the Church, it becomes clear that when 

information regarding the action of her members is complete, trust arises in 

her way of acting, in her operations
9
. 

Obviously, the information offered must be appropriate to the capacity of 

the observers, in order that they might perceive (or not) the real and not just 

                                                             
7
 Cf. R. SENIGAGLIA, Accesso all’informazione e trasparenza. Profili della 

conoscenza nel diritto dei contratti, Collana del Dipartimento di Scienze Giuridiche. 

Università degli Studi ca ‘Foscari – Venezia 26, Padova 2007, 175. 
8
 Cf. R. SENIGAGLIA, Accesso alla informazione (cf. nt. 7), 175. 

9
 «Partendo da questa prima definizione, essenzialmente descrittiva, si può dunque 

osservare come il contenuto intrinseco della trasparenza sia sottoposto ad una “tensione 

interpretativa” che ne fa ora un mezzo, ossia un valore intermedio, strumentale all’ac-

crescimento di una determinata conoscenza o per la tutela di altri valori, ora un fine, un 

“modo di essere” dei soggetti ad essa vincolati, ovvero un “obiettivo da raggiungere con 

vari mezzi”». P. RONZANI, La pena ecclesiale (cf. nt. 3), 8. 
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illusory transparency of the informing subject. Where information is not 

intelligible, we cannot say that there is transparency
10

. 

Thus, transparency is not to be confused with the possibility of 

universally accessing all institutional information (publicness). Nor can it 

be identified with a fabricated image of what we would like to transmit 

(appearances). True transparency has to do with the possibility given to the 

person who is entitled, to see all that to which he or she is entitled. In other 

words, transparency has to do with the responsibility of transmitting that 

which others have the right to see. Finding the balance between these two 

points naturally requires professionalism, as we will see below. 

 

1.3  Foundations of Transparency in the Church 

The concept of transparency was born in the civil sector and presupposes 

certain important elements: firstly, the division of powers that arose as an 

institutional check and balance in reaction to monarchal absolutism
11

; 

secondly, the awareness that sovereignty lies with the people, and that its 

exercise demands the possibility of knowing how institutions act, and 

whether they do so in accordance with the law
12

, which presumes that there 

is a clear and sharp distinction between public and private
13

. The demand 

for transparency rests on the awareness of the possibility of an abuse of 

power on the part of the authority. 

According to these civil standards, we can understand transparency to be 

the «total accessibility of information concerning the organization and 

                                                             
10

 «L’informazione infatti soddisfa un’esigenza di trasparenza e di quest’ultima non 

può parlarsi se non con riferimento ad un assetto di interessi informato, comunicato in 

modo chiaro e comprensibile. La trasparenza, dal canto suo, non può ravvisarsi nel 

risultato della negoziazione e mancare in limine o in itinere. In altri termini, il regola-

mento contrattuale, già al momento della sua formazione deve presentarsi non solo 

informato ma pure trasparente, cioè, comunicante un’informazione intelligibile». 

R. SENIGAGLIA, Accesso alla informazione (cf. nt. 7), 176. 
11

 Cf. A. PERLASCA, «Trasparenza e riservatezza» (cf. nt. 5), 495. 
12

 «Si tratta di un connotato comune alle tradizioni liberali degli Stati moderni, 

formatosi già prima delle rivoluzioni borghesi del XVIII secolo come strumento 

salvifico per le monarchie assolute. L’idea del sovrano legibus solutus, infallibile, non 

era più conciliabile con il precetto illuministico che ogni potere fosse soggetto a 

responsabilità». G.A. CANNETTI, Il principio di trasparenza nell’amministrazione 

democratica [most recent consultation: 30.11.2019], https://www.academia.edu/25339

970/Il_principio_di_trasparenza_nellamministrazione_democratica#:~:text=33%2F2013

%20stabilisce%20che%3A%20%E2%80%9C,%2C%20di%20imparzialit%C3%A0%2

C%20buon%20andamento%2C, 20. 
13

 Cf. A. PERLASCA, «Trasparenza e riservatezza» (cf. nt. 5), 496. 
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activities of the public administration, with the aim of favoring widespread 

forms of control over the pursuit of institutional functions and the use of 

public resources»
14

. 

Are these elements compatible with the juridic system of the Church? 

Understood in this way, transparency is not applicable to the Church tout 

court. Firstly, in the Church the same person can exercise the three powers, 

which in the State have been separated. Power is understood as a service in 

function of a munus received by an authority superior to that of the society-

Church. 

It is in this authority that sovereignty resides. The Church has been con-

stituted not as a human society alone, but is both divine and human, with 

grace as its supporting pillar. Christ founded the Church and enriches her 

with hierarchical and charismatic gifts for the attainment of salvation, 

which also becomes the supreme good of the human society (common 

good), toward which all must be ordered. For this reason, the public-private 

distinction is applicable only in an analogical sense. Even the most isolated 

actions of a single member of the faithful implicate the entire ecclesial 

body
15

. 

The law guiding the visible structure of the Church is not contraposed to 

the Gospel; on the contrary, it rests upon it. The entire societary structure of 

the Church serves as a tool at the service of the mystery of grace and 

communion. Everything that is needed to facilitate the access to grace and 

which builds up ecclesial communion possesses the characteristic of 

transparency. Consequently, we can say that transparency is the property 

                                                             
14

 The legislative decree of 14 March 2013, n. 33, of the Italian Republic [most 

recent consultation: 30.11.2019], https://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/atto/serie_generale/

caricaDettaglioAtto/originario?atto.dataPubblicazioneGazzetta=2013-04-05&atto.codi

ceRedazionale=13G00076&elenco30giorni=true (our translation). 
15

 «Affermato il principio che nella Chiesa non esiste dualità tra fede e autorità 

ecclesiastica perché il diritto del fedele coincide con quello dell’intera assemblea 

ecclesiale e soprattutto si realizza e compie insieme a quelli di tutti i componenti del 

Popolo di Dio, la proclamazione di diritti soggettivi senza ulteriori specificazioni, 

sembra provenire de relato dalla trasposizione di categorie presenti nel multiforme 

ordinamento statale, provocando in tal modo una certa confusione di concetti, pur 

essendosi già formate opinioni in materia». F. DOTTI, Diritti della difesa e 

contradditorio: garanzia di un giusto processo? Spunti per una riflessione comparata 

del processo canonico e statale, Tesi Gregoriana/Serie Diritto Canonico 69, Roma 

2005, 23. 
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of ecclesial action necessary for the faithful’s perception of being in the 

Church and being part of the Church
16

. 

The CIC reflects the demands of this transparency in different sections, 

respectful of the role of each member of the faithful within the Church. 

«This is a demand of communion in its twofold horizontal and vertical 

dimensions, and so, precisely this communion, united with the right-

obligation of witness, constitutes the key to understanding the nature and 

dimension of an honest and transparent life»
17

. 

In this sense, only honest and transparent action on the part of the 

authority can ensure the possibility of demonstrating the Gospel values 

within the juridical system, rendering them present and active. 

Therefore, if information, considered not only as pieces of data but also 

as a perception of values, must be clear and sharp to the observer, profes-

sionalism is needed. In the realm of communications, professionalism 

references the capacity of providing people with information in a way that 

is accessible to them. In the realm of canonical acting, it must be 

considered as the capacity of transmitting the values that promote com-

munion, which becomes concrete when we perceive the authority’s faith-

fulness to the spirit of the Gospel intrinsic to our laws. Thus, transparency 

can imply information; to an even greater extent, however, it implies the 

communication of values. A superior who abuses the power granted him 

through his office, rather than building communion, generates a lack of 

trust. 

As far as information is concerned, I concur with Perlasca in his 

affirmation that the problem regards not “what” information to give but 

«how» to do so, such that it does not produce a negative impact in certain 

social environments. «The Code, thus, fairly wisely leaves the identi-

fication of concrete ways of actualization to particular law»
18

. 

I ask myself how we ought to consider the transparency that we have 

chosen to embrace ad extra ecclesiam, toward society. I would say a priori 

that we cannot identify transparency with the complete publicness of every 

single act of the authority or of members of the Church. In my opinion, this 

would derive more from a sense of guilt over unaddressed sins than from a 

positive approach. I believe that the starting point must be that of showing 

                                                             
16

 Cf. G. DAMMACO, «Trasparenza e onestà nell’amministrazione dei beni eccle-

siastici», in F. LOSUPONE, ed., Corresponsabilità e Trasparenza nell’amministrazione 

dei beni della Chiesa, Ariccia 2015, 48. 
17

 G. DAMMACO, «Trasparenza e onestà» (cf. nt. 16), 49 (our translation). 
18

 A. PERLASCA, «Trasparenza e riservatezza» (cf. nt. 5), 505 (our translation). 
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society that the acts of the authority are ordered toward the affirmation of 

both the Gospel present in the laws and communion, both ad intra and ad 

extra. This presupposes that information will be understandable in both 

directions. The honest desire to maintain a sure balance between necessary, 

legitimate information and a prefabricated image to be «sold» for credi-

bility’s sake has so often led us to worry more about what people will say 

than about justice for the faithful. We cannot overlook the need to awaken 

the trust of society, while always remaining faithful to Gospel principles. 

This delicate balance requires faithfulness to the Gospel and profes-

sionalism in communication. 

 

2. The Right of Defense 

2.1  Concept and Foundation of the Right of Defense 

It would be impossible to give an exhaustive presentation of the right of 

defense, just as it would be unhelpful for the aims of our reflection. I will, 

therefore, limit my considerations to a few points for reflection. 

Can. 221 CIC presents the right of defense. It states: 

§1. The Christian faithful can legitimately vindicate and defend the rights 

which they possess in the Church in the competent ecclesiastical forum 

according to the norm of law. 

§2. If they are summoned to a trial by a competent authority, the Christian 

faithful also have the right to be judged according to the prescripts of the law 

applied with equity. 

§3. The Christian faithful have the right not to be punished with canonical 

penalties except according to the norm of law. 

As we know, this norm comes to us from the Lex Ecclesiae Funda-

mentalis, and possesses the characteristics proper to its section: it is a fun-

damental right of all the faithful
19

. This simple affirmation entails various 

consequences. 

Firstly, it is a natural right, a human right, which is pre-existent to all 

juridical systems
20

, and the roots of which are found in the basic demand of 

                                                             
19

 Cf. D. SALVATORI, «Le eccezioni dilatorie e il confine tra uso e abuso del diritto di 

difesa. Alcune note all’interno del processo di nullità matrimoniale», Periodica 105 

(2016) 107; D. CENALMOR, «Comentario al c. 221», in A. MARZOA – J. MIRAS – R. RO-

DRÍGUEZ Ocaña, ed., Comentario exegético al Código de Derecho Canónico, II/1, Pam-

plona 2002
3
, 143. 

20
 «Da notare che questi autori, quando parlano dello ius naturale, non intendono 

riferirsi soltanto alla natura rei, cioè del processo, che ha come parte essenziale il 

contraddittorio, cioè la “facultas utrique parti concessae se defendendi adversus 
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justice
21

. It is inherent in human nature to defend what is one’s own 

(proprium), that which belongs to us, starting with the right to life and the 

right to sustenance. Some say that all of human history is founded on how 

to actualize this tendency. This propensity was the basis for taking the 

deprivation of one’s rights into one’s one hands and engaging in private 

vendetta. Over time, and with the evolution of institutions, vendetta was 

replaced by the intervention of an authority for the resolution of conflicts 

that the action of private parties was unable to attain. 

And so, we arrive at a second level: its recognition as a fundamental 

right with constitutional character that pervades the entire juridical system, 

as in can. 221. The Church is no stranger to this phenomenon, especially 

since the Vatican Council II. It includes this right among the fundamental 

rights — a system of rights of rights — that are recognized in a general 

way for all the faithful and must find a concrete application in each 

individual field. Consequently, we find concrete examples of the right of 

defense in the canons regarding administrative law (cann. 50 and 1733), or 

on consecrated life (cann. 694-697). We must affirm, then, that all rights 

rest on the right of defense. When not respected, it gives origin to the 

judicial action, which is nothing other than the right to defend one’s claim 

before a judge. 

However, given the nature of can. 221, it cannot be read and observed 

other than in light of the canons regarding the rights of all the faithful, 

beginning with can. 209, which indicates that, in the exercise of their 

rights, the faithful must always maintain ecclesial communion, a strong 

reminder of what we have said about transparency in the Church. This 

section of the Code concludes with the need to safeguard the common good 

of the Church (the salvation of souls, as in can. 1752). So, the exercise of 

the right and its claim must transpire with the values of the Gospel, which 

in procedural terms is the «true truth», as opposed to the procedural truth
22

. 

Thirdly, as we have just mentioned, the CIC foresees a privileged space 

for the exercise of the right of defense: the process, wherein both parties 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

alteriuspartis asserdones et allegationes”, ma al diritto naturale vero e proprio, cioè 

insito e sgorgante dalla natura umana». R.J. CASTILLO LARA, «La difesa dei diritti 

nell’ordinamento canonico», in Il diritto alla difesa nell’ordinamento canonico. Atti del 

IXI Congresso canonistico, Gallipoli, Settembre 1987, Città del Vaticano 1988. 
21

 Cf. G. ERLEBACH, «Voz: Defensa [=Derecho de]», in J. OTADUY – A. VIANA – 

J. SEDANO, ed., Diccionario General de Derecho Canónico, II, Pamplona 2012, 999-

1000. 
22

 Cf. J. LLOBELL, «Giusto processo e “amministrativizzazione” della procedura pe-

nale canonica», in Stato, Chiesa e pluralismo Sociale. Rivista telematica 14 (2019) 21. 
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have the faculty to ask that a conflict be resolved in their favor. In this 

field, the right of defense is never presented as a faculty with enumerated 

particular details; rather, there is space left for the discretion of the judge to 

limit it, such as: when the number of witnesses to be heard is limited (can. 

1553) or when certain documents are excluded from those made known to 

the parties (can. 1598 §1); when the judge may go beyond the action of the 

parties and nominate an advocate in the penal process (can. 1723 §2), or 

supplement, when necessary, with proofs that the parties have not 

themselves solicited (can. 1452 §2)
23

. 

Connected to the right of defense are two concepts that serve as its 

support and guarantee: the juridical contention (contraddittorio) and the 

just process
24

. If the right of defense is acknowledged in §1 of can. 221, the 

second and third paragraphs reflect the rights to be summoned to trial and 

to not be punished except «according to the norm of law». That which 

renders the right of defense practicable is precisely the dialogic character of 

the process, which is foreseen as a continuous movement of both parties 

before the judge who, in turn, guarantees that the movement is adequately 

completed. It pertains to the judge of the cause to guarantee to each party 

the faculties called for by the legislator, which are the expression of the 

contention
25

. 

The judge’s acting here brings us to the equity that must guide the 

process; when lacking, it renders the role of the superior/judge «opaque», 

and can render null all that has been carried out. Being summoned to trial 

entails the possibility of being informed and heard, in a clear and full way, 

and that one’s own declarations be put down integrally, in writing, 

according to procedural rules. 

                                                             
23

 This norm rightly rests on the need to protect the common good. 
24

 «La disamina della giurisprudenza della Rota Romana sul diritto al giusto processo 

dimostra che nell’ordinamento canonico vi è una sostanziale equivalenza, fondata sul 

diritto naturale, fra il diritto all’equo processo e quello al contraddittorio e al diritto di 

difesa come mezzi per garantire la giustizia della decisione, cioè essa riflette l’assioma: 

giusto processo è quello che meglio garantisce il raggiungimento della verità, senza 

eccessi, né scrupoli patologici». J. LLOBELL, «Giusto processo» (cf. nt. 22), 21. 
25

 Cf. A. STANKIEWICZ, «I doveri del giudice», in P.A. BONNET – C. GULLO, ed., II 

processo matrimoniale canonico, Città del Vaticano 1994, 309. On this point, it is 

beneficial to consult: «One cannot conceive of a just judgment without the contention 

(contraddittorio), that is without the concrete possibility granted to each party in the 

case to be heard and to be able to know and contradict the requests, proofs, and 

deductions adopted by the opposing party or ex officio». JOHN PAUL II, Address to the 

Roman Rota, 26/01/1989, AAS 81 (1989) 923, n. 3. 
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Just process, on the other hand, makes reference to the juridical or 

executive authority’s faithfulness to the norms for carrying out the process, 

established by the Legislator in order to attain the truth in conflictual 

situations. This faithfulness must be enacted, accounting for the margin of 

discretionality at the disposal of the authority, when following the pre-

scriptions of the law by either applying it or «not» applying it. If we take 

can. 1344 into consideration, it is clear how the Legislator invokes 

conscience and prudence in the non-application of a penalty, offering 

concrete criteria that must be the foundation of the decision. If the judge 

were to act according to other criteria, out of friendship or simony or some 

other motive, this act would be illegitimate. Obviously, the superior or 

judge’s faithfulness concerns not only the ordinary judicial process, but 

also administrative processes, in addition to, mutatis mutandis, all those 

areas of the exercise of the rights of the faithful, as we have mentioned. 

It is not only the judge or superior who is bound to respect these 

dimensions of the right of defense, but also the parties themselves. They 

enact this, first of all, by asking that a right of theirs be recognized by 

means of an action. Subsequently, the law indicates that they must do this 

in the proper way, respecting the values proper to the process, such as truth, 

good reputation, and the privacy of the other party
26

. The right of defense 

may not be abused, especially through an attitude of obstructionism
27

. 

 

2.2  Transparency in Certain Moments of the Process 

Various canons touch on the topic of the right of defense, especially can. 

1620, 7°, which affirms that the sentence is vitiated by irremediable nullity 

if the right of defense was denied to one of the parties to the process
28

. This 

norm is exemplar for all parties, but especially for judges who must 

guarantee the parties’ rights. 

The problem arises when there is either no norm protecting the right of 

defense, or the norm itself opens the possibility for an errant interpretation 

and, without denying this right in theory, renders a defense impracticable in 

reality.  

                                                             
26

 Cf. G. ERLEBACH, «Voz: Defensa [= Derecho de]» (cf. nt. 21), 1003. 
27

 On this point, see C. DE DIEGO LORA, «Criterios morales de la actuación de abo-

gados y peritos en las causas matrimoniales», Ius canonicum 41 (2001) 233f.; J. LLO-

BELL, «I patroni stabili e i diritti-doveri degli avvocati», Ius Ecclesiae 13 (2001) 71ss, 

cited by G. ERLEBACH, «Voz: Defensa [= Derecho de]» (cf. nt. 21), 1003. 
28

 Canons that determine the nullity of the process: 1433, 1437 §1, 1465 §2, 1478 §4, 

1511, 1507 §3, 1514, 1598 §1, 1620, 1622. 
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2.2.1  When the Norm is Lacking 

In the preliminary phase of the penal process, whether judicial or 

extrajudicial, the CIC calls for the preliminary investigation, to determine 

whether the notitia criminis has a semblance of truth (can. 1717). 

Legislation is sparse and meagre in this regard, prescribing only the pro-

tection of the investigated person’s right to a good name (can. 1717 §2). No 

particular formalities or solemnities are prescribed. 

Is there an obligation to summon the accused during the preliminary 

investigation? May the investigation be conducted without citing that 

person to learn his or her version of the facts? 

The answer is twofold. Technically speaking, the penal process has not 

yet begun. Since there has been no citation to the contestatio litis, the ac-

cusation has not yet been consolidated into the dubium; thus, the contention 

has not yet been instituted and, consequently, the right of defense has not 

yet arisen. The investigation may be conducted, then, without summoning 

the accused; this does not invalidate the procedure. The norm in this case is 

non-existent. 

But, is this opportune? 

When a norm is lacking, experience takes the lead in our search for a 

response. Some authors affirm that, given the importance of the right of 

defense in the penal sphere, where the life and reputation of a person are on 

the line, the spirit of the law would be that of giving some sort of advantage 

to the reus, who seems to be the weaker party in the process. 

Serrano Ruiz (following civil legislation, which protects the accused by 

informing him, at the moment of his arrest, that he has the right to remain 

silent, precisely to avoid that he might prejudice himself through a lack of 

legal counsel, and keeping in mind that cautionary measures are often 

imposed from the beginning of the preliminary investigation) affirms that, 

in this phase there is already a sort of «judicial contention», marked by the 

investigator’s intention to look into indices of the accused’s guilt. This 

would motivate the need to defend the accused, who is still to be 

considered innocent, lest his good name be harmed
29

. 

This author is right to recall the need to look after the good name of the 

person, summoning him to present his version of the facts so as not to 

aggravate the psychological damage that the weight of a penal process 

inherently places on the accused. I believe that hearing the person lends to 

the transparency of this procedure, to the care for the denounced. The 
                                                             

29
 Cf. J.M. SERRANO RUÍZ, «Cuestiones actuales de derecho procesal penal canó-

nico», Anuario Argentino de Derecho Canonico 17 (2011) 130. 
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result, excepting a special case, will always favor a just process. The 

superior’s action in this case will doubtlessly be proof of the intention not 

only to follow the law, but also to attain knowledge of the real truth. 

We cannot neglect the fact that can. 1469 §3 CCEO, prescribes that the 

Hierarch must, prior to any decision, listen to the accused, the promoter of 

justice and two other experts in the matter. This obligatory norm, in a 

certain way, lends support to the thesis of the benefit of listening at 

minimum to the accused, who, ultimately, is the true protagonist of the 

process
30

. 

Occasionally, we come across unclear attitudes on the part of the 

authority. Immediately making the accused’s name public, such that he is 

guilty by public opinion, appears as a dark approach that fails to look after 

the right to a good name and the presumption of innocence until the 

definitive sentence. The same may be said when the accuser receives full 

support while the accused is left totally on his own, without juridical 

recourse. The transparency typical of the Church seems to be lacking here: 

it is not reflected. 

Sometimes, the presumed transparency of the Church is nothing more 

than the quest to «sell» a certain image of herself as pure, or as purifying 

herself, with the desire of regaining the trust of a society that will never be 

satisfied until the Church cedes her principles. Automatically adding the 

name of the accused to a publicly accessible internet database, or 

automatically removing the accused from office — with no possibility of 

gaining it back — when the preliminary investigation demonstrates 

verisimilitude (not guilt), seem to be measures that look in one direction 

alone, using criteria that do not pertain to the Church. 

 

  

                                                             
30

 «Cada momento tiene su papel y ambos momentos (el de la Investigación previa y 

el del proceso posterior) afectan directamente al investigado y a sus derechos 

fundamentales entre los que se encuentra el de defensa. Por tanto, se debe evitar a toda 

costa incurrir en una inadmisible confusión de planos: ni llevar el principio inquisitivo 

del proceso hasta límites que supongan indefensión, ni la falaz asimilación de 

regularidad jurídico-formal de los actos (elementos) por su virtualidad probatoria. Al 

final de la Investigación previa, el sumario podrá valer (jurídicamente) en ciertas 

condiciones, pero lo obtenido a partir de ella, lo habrá sido sin contradicción real, con 

inevitable pérdida de calidad probatoria». R. ROMÁN SÁNCHEZ, «La investigación 

previa al proceso penal canónico y la defensa del acusado», Revista Española de 

Derecho Canónico 74 (2017) 232. 
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2.2.2  When the Norm is Not Interpreted Properly 

Can. 1598 §1. After the proofs have been collected, the judge by a decree must 

permit the parties and their advocates, under penalty of nullity, to inspect at 

the tribunal chancery the acts not yet known to them; furthermore, a copy of 

the acts can also be given to advocates who request one. In cases pertaining to 

the public good to avoid a most grave danger the judge can decree that a 

specific act must be shown to no one; the judge is to take care, however, that 

the right of defense always remains intact. 

The norm in question determines, in the first place, a principle: the acts 

of the process that are not yet known to the parties must be made known to 

them. This principle, however, contains some exceptions. The first of these 

regards a cause that affects the public good (penal or matrimonial law); the 

second is when there is a most grave danger, which is to be understood as 

something very serious. This latter requirement is frequently misevaluated. 

In a penal cause, a most grave danger might involve the accuser’s life being 

at risk, obviously supposing, then, that the accused is a normally violent 

person, subject to fits of rage; or it might be that the accused is part of a 

criminal association, or that he represents financial interests that could 

produce harm to the accuser. 

What happens with this norm? In different penal causes, we can observe 

that what, in the law, is an exception, in practice becomes the basis for 

hiding the name of the actor from the respondent or the accused, or the 

details of the facts attributed to him (circumstances of time, place, etc.), in 

the absence of a very grave danger. Even though I have a specific recent 

case in mind, I discovered in my research that John Paul II had already 

addressed this issue in an Address to the Roman Rota; it has long been a 

problem. In his discourse, John Paul II indicated that: 

One cannot conceive of a just judgment without the contention 

(contraddittorio), that is without the concrete possibility granted to each party 

in the case to be heard and to be able to know and contradict the requests, 

proofs, and deductions adopted by the opposing party or ex officio
31

. 

As we can see, the Holy Father directly connected the essential infor-

mation of the cause with the contention, as an expression not of the 

legitimate limitation of the right of defense, as the norm establishes, but as 

a pure and clear denial of that right. 

                                                             
31

 JOHN PAUL II, Address to the Tribunal of the Roman Rota, 26/01/1989, AAS 81 

(1989) 923, n. 3. 
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In the cause that we have been able to examine here, there was a 

justification for the decision to omit information, found in Art. 24 of the 

Norms regarding the delicta graviora, which considers the secrecy of the 

accuser’s identity without, however, considering that this norm directly 

refers to cases of the violation of the sacramental seal and that the name 

could be indicated upon the «penitent’s» consent
32

. 

It seems clear, in our opinion, that when a norm is instrumentalized in 

this way, the lack of information communicates an image of the authority’s 

acting that is hardly transparent, in addition to gravely damaging the rights 

of the accused priest in question
33

. 
 

2.2.3  A Norm on Transparency 

Finally, I would like to propose a norm that, without directly touching on 

the right of defense, brings together the safeguarding of both transparency 

and the just process. Can. 1448 determines that: 

§1. A judge is not to undertake the adjudication of a case in which the judge is 

involved by reason of consanguinity or affinity in any degree of the direct line 

and up to the fourth degree of the collateral line or by reason of trusteeship, 

guardianship, close acquaintance, great animosity, the making of a profit, or 

the avoidance of a loss. 

§2. In these circumstances the promoter of justice, the defender of the bond, 

the assessor, and the auditor must abstain from their office. 

We have said that the right of defense permeates the entire juridical 

system of the CIC, which establishes the rules for a process to be just and 

equitable. Equity is formulated as the equality of the parties before the 

judge or superior, who appears as a «servant of the truth»
34

. This equality 

can be undermined by relationships external to the process, such as family 

bonds or social relationships between one of the parties and the object of 

the process. All of these elements are foreign to the process and should not 

affect the mind of the judge, who must remain impartial. 

                                                             
32

 Art. 24 §1 SST: «In cases concerning the delicts mentioned of in art. 4 §1, the 

Tribunal cannot indicate the name of the accuser to either the accused or his patron 

unless the accuser has expressly consented». 
33

 These decisions are often the result of a desire on the part of the Ordinary’s 

delegate to «win» the cause, to «get even» with the accused, or to satisfy public opinion, 

rather than a search for the truth. 
34

 Cf. P.A. BONNET, «Comentario al c. 1448», in A. MARZOA – J. MIRAS – R. RODRÍ-

GUEZ OCAÑA, ed., Comentario exegético al Código de Derecho Canónico, IV/1, 

Pamplona 2002
3
, 924. 
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A judge who fails to recuse himself from intervening in a cause that 

regards him for some reason extraneous to the process would demonstrate a 

non-transparent attitude, that is to say, would not show the true face of the 

search for the «true truth» (can. 1448 §1). 

 

Conclusions 

From all that we have said here, it appears clear that transparency and the 

right of defense are not opposing terms; on the contrary, a truly transparent 

act always aids the exercise of the right of defense. Allowing the values of 

the Gospel of truth and the respect for rights to shine forth is the true 

transparency that we can demand and seek in the Church and as the Church. 

To conclude, I would like to take up two points that, in my opinion, 

should be present in ecclesial transparency: 

a) The action of the authority must always follow the law of the Gospel 

and canon law. The poison of scandal that has stained the image of the 

Church with suspicions of partiality and favoritism arises from the action on 

the part of some members of the faithful outside of the norms, and on the 

part of the authority when it fails to respect its responsibilities of vigilance 

and intervention. This has provoked an opposite reaction: complete and total 

publicness. Acting in function of public opinion, rather than of real and 

technical justice, has left us with an image of abuse and distrust for pastors. 

b) We can put into place a mechanism of information that is simple and 

accessible to the parties, regarding the steps to be taken at each moment. So 

often accusers are uninformed regarding what steps the law prescribes in 

order to ascertain the truth of the alleged facts. We should inform them in 

this regard, so as to foster an attitude of commitment to that which they have 

denounced. We should also clearly inform the accused of the accusations 

made against them and of their rights, listen to the accused during the 

preliminary investigation, and give them a space for defense that is 

consistent with each moment in the process. These are all examples of a 

transparent way of acting toward the parties. This action, simple and 

appropriate to the person, guarantees their right to information while 

maintaining respect for the confidentiality of the process. In my opinion, this 

demonstrates a great professionality that is at once juridical and 

evangelical
35

. 
 

DAMIÁN G. ASTIGUETA, S.J. 
 

                                                             
35

 Cf. A. PERLASCA, «Trasparenza e riservatezza» (cf. nt. 5), 509. 
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